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Protesters sue for permit
By BRUCE LARRICK
Editor
TIM Ohio Peace Action CouncU
his filed suit In HM To'edo federal district court to force the city
of Bowling Green to allow them
use of Woos'er and Miln Streets
for an antiwar march tomorrow
Tin suit, filed by Toledo Civil
Liberties Union lawyers Gerald
Lackey and T'no-mas Tonn zak,
charges UM refusal to Issue apermlt was an arbitrary and discriminatory action and that the
city's ordinance on parade per-

mits is unconstitutional.
On Tuesday, city Safely Service Director Walter L. Zln'« refused the use of Main and Waster streets to OPAC and offered
an alternate roale Involving Court,
Pro3pact, and Ridge Streets.
OPAC turned down the alternate route because
the march
would lose its purpose If It were
used, Don Baldwin, chalrmn of
OPAC, said.
"We only wish to present ouviews In the most peaceful and orderly manner," Baldwin said.
"Since the purpose ofam.irchls

puo'ic exposure, we requested the
main streets be the route of the
parade."
A hearing on the suit was shedu'ed for 7:30 xm toil/ In the
federal district court, with Judje
Donald J. Young presiding.
The suit names the city of Bowling Greet), Mayor F. Gus Sklbble,
Zlnk, and Po'.lce Chief Milto.i J.
Nicholson as defendants. OPAC
me mbers Dr. David C. Roller and
Patricia Hunter are pressing tha
suit.
Lackey, the attorney for OPAC,
said the basis for the suit Is Title

42, Section 1983 of ths U.S. civil
rights laws, which says no law
mi,' be m?.de or en'orcei which
violate the civil rights of citizens.
The attorney said he hopes to
have the Bowling Grean ordinance
glvlnj Zin"< the pow.ir to grant or
withhold parade permits declared
unconstitutional by the court.
"If the ordinance Isn't declared
unconstitutional, then we hopa the
court declares that the way It Is
being applied IsunconstltutlonaL,"
Lackey said.
If the court throws out the la*,
OPAC will be allowed to march

wherever it wishes, since the
law would then no longer exist,
Baldwin said there will be a
march on Friday, regardless of
the outcome of the hearing. The
marchers will assemMe In front
of Williams Hall at noon, and the
route they take depends on the
outcome of the hearing.
If the court does not throw out
the law, there will either be a
m-.rch on the camjMi, or on the
route prescribed by Zlnk. Baldwin
said he expects as many as 3,000
persons
to participate in the
march.
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New representatives
face Council revision
By RICH BERGEM4N
Gdtorlal Editor
Studeat Council will have a new
look tonight as It begins Its first
meeting since last week'selection.
Seven new members will take
their seats tonlgii', and many believe they will breathe new life
Into a council criticized for lack
of action In the early golnj this
year.
However, although the faces are
new, the Issues they must taie a
stand on are old. Controversy over
the effectiveness of Student Couicll
In comparison with other student
government organizations, such as
an Incorporated student body and a
community council, continues among council members.
Bills to Investigate the legitimacy of the Grant of Powers and
the feasibility of Incorporating the
student body have been passed.
Bills to study Improvements In
student government, to put Student
Council up to a referendum, and
to devote much time to develop the
establishment
of a community
council and abolish the present
form of government have been defeated.
Most of the new members feel
Student Council can be made more
effective within its present structure, that more work and especially
more research are what is needed.
But if that doesn't work and If
investigations prove another type
of student government feasible,
most would be willing to support a
change In Its structure.
Representative Mike Sprague, a
sophomore (Ed), Is one of those
who would support a change In
structure If it is needed.
"I think people who say Student
Council Is inept are right at present," but, he added, "if council would research its bills, It
could be made more effective."
"Incorporating the student body
is a good Idea. It would give us
legal rights as a corporation. If
the investigations show It a feasible proposal, then I would definitely support It
"We need a solid base of student power, but since we don" l
have the mandate of the student
body, Student Council cannot be too
effective," he said.
Sprague added he would hate to
see council abolished, but If It
proves Inept in the future, then he
would favor a community council
or Incorporation, whichever shows

more promise.
Representative Dwaine Zltco, a
freshman (BA), believes a community council would be an effective working body.
"All the aspects of a community
council should be researched aii I
If the good points outweigh the
bad, we should take steps to develop it," he remarked.
Zltco was disappointed, as were
the others, In the poor turnout in
Thursday's election. He said students criticize council for Ineffectiveness but don't realize that
they are the ones that make It
Ineffective by not supporting it.
Representative Russ Blackburn,
a freshman (BA), feels council
"definitely has to change," but
said It can be bettered within the
present structure.
He attributed council's lack of
power to waning student Interest,
and feels lack of Interest has developed "because the student government has been so lackadaisical."
He believes those members who
didn't work have been "weeded
out" and that he and his fellow
newly-elected members are willing to work to find the answers
for making council more effective.
Blackburn said Interest in the
student body has to be built through
Involving more students In committee work and Inducing the members to work harder, and in this
(Turn to Page 4)
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MOUSING MEETING -Dr. James Bond, vice president of student affairs spoke to local landlords
yesterday about new University policies concerning off-campus housing.

Bond reveals housing plan
By BILL HRDNEK
Issue Editor
A meeting discussing the changing regulations
of the University on off-campus living brought
forth a Board of Regents master plan changing
the University Into an upper division one.
Dr. James Bond, vice-president of student
affairs, said, "The Board of Regents has a
master plan to make the University an upper
division university, one that primarily deals
with Junior, senior and graduate students."
Dr. Bond said as we may eventually become a
graduate training university for this area of Ohio,
we will need more off-campus housing since these
older students will not want to live In dorm'torles.
"We now have trouble housing graduate and
married students," said Dr. Bond, "and our
opportunity to grow will depend on how much
tha community grows and how much the University goes into housing."
Dr. Bond also said It Is much more expensive for us to build housing units for married
or graduate students since we must meet bonding requirements for buildings to last 40 years.
"Presently, the Board of Regents has given the
University a 15,000 full-time student limitation,
but whether this is realistic Is yet to be seen.
Some feel it will have to be changed If we continue to grow and have increasing enrollment applications," said Dr. Bond.
Dr. Bond said our rate of growth has been
based on residential restrictions, and this bene-

fits the city In that it could become crowded with
students.
There has also been a change regarding the
University's role with students living off-campus.
"We no longer have loco-parentls. The courts
feel that a university has no right to supervise
students living off-campus," said Dr. Bond.
"We are removing ourselves from Involvement with off-campus students, but we still are
concerned with how they behave. We also aren't
going to disassociate our lnteres'. in these students," continued Dr. Bond.
Dr. Bond commented that with the growth of
the University, the community will grow financially. The University will continue to grow but
It will have to stay In constant com in mlcatlon
with the community so '.hat both may grow healthy
and orderly.
"I think the community and the University see
today's students as being different from before.
Once students move off-campus, they enter the
adult world and must be treated as citizens
of the community," said Dr. Bond.
"Students' off-campus housing opportunities
will teach them how to manage their lives and
become more mature," continued Dr. Bond.
Dr. Bond concluded saying, "We can't talk
realistically now about separate university and
citizen communities, they are one now and we
mis- communicate with each other in solving
any problems."
(Turn to Page 9)
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Majority rejects U.S. involvement

Survey reveals Vietnam opposition
By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Reporter
The majority of people are not
In favor of American Involvement
leading to a clear victory In Vietnam, according to a survey conducted by the St. Thomas More
Parish.
The survey, distributed Nov. 3
and 4, was Intended to "encourage
students to do critical thinking on
the Vietnam situation," said Carolyn Carlno, program chairman for
the St, Thomas More Parish Council. Of the 9,200 survey sheets
distributed, 1389 were returned,
or 15.09 per cent.
A majority of 605 students Indicated their knowledge of the

situation
was acquired solely
through the mass media, such as
radio or TV, and 911 claimed to
have made an effort to increase
their knowledge through reading
books, attending seminars or other
sources in addition to the mass
media.
A majority of 1,033 was not in
favor of an all-out effort by the
United States to win the war,
utilizing even the "nuclear striking capacity of our country."
Five hundred seventy-four considered the effort to contain the
spread of communism a sufficient
reason to Justify the war, 788 did
not, with four saying they were
undecided.
Miss Carlno added that "since a

15 per cent minority took part In
the moratorium day activities of
Oct. 15, many are Interested in
knowing where the students stand
in regard to the Moratorium."
The survey Intended to determine
whether or not the students support such an event or see any
practical use or purpose In ltsobservance.
The majority said that most of
their friends and acquaintances
were not In favor of the Moratorium as a monthly observance, but
788 considered there was value In
continuing the observance of the
moratorium "as a united display of
sentiment that American people
slm; ly want to end this war as soon
as possible."

Most of the people disagreed with
President Nixon's stand that he
would not "be affected" by the
Moratorium
Again, the majority of poll-participants said they approved of taking a position that would alloserious conscientious objectors to
serve their country In another
way for atlme equivalent to the
current draft term.
Again, the majority of poll-participants said they approved of taking a position that would allow
serious conscientious objectors to
serve their country In another
way for atlme equivalent to the
current draft term.
(Turn to page 3)
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letters to the editor
TV

Small-town politics
There is absolutely no reason why the city should not allow the
Ohio Peace Action Council to march on Wooster ami Main streets

this Friday.
It is obvious that tin- eity is denying the permit on I In- basis of
OPAC's politics, since it has allowed other parades on Main and
Wooster streets.
When the city says it has the safety and the well-being of the
demonstrators at heart, it is lying through its teeth. Protection
can be given just as easily on Main and WOOSter streets as it can
on (iourl and Prospect streets. If it can't, then the local police
force is incompetent.
The city has also said it does not want to go to the trouble of
rerouting traffic during the demonstration, but il has gone to that
trouble for a Halloween parade, a homecoming parade, and a parade for Kalliy llaiimann.
The mayor has said his political opinions didn't enter into the
decision, hut we wonder when he then says he thinks demonstrations lend aid to the North Vietnamese.
And Waller I,, /.ink. the city's safety service director, has been
extremely uncooperative and rude throughout the negotiations for
the parade permit.
Last week, when members of 01WC first contacted him about
the permit, he told them "No" before they could get their coats
off .in■ I sit down.
Since then, he has not budged an inch, and has not even bothered
to listen to what ()P\(! has to say in the matter, lie says he will
give them what he wants, and nothing else.
He also will not even allow OP AC to present a formal petition
for a permit for Wooster anil Main Streets to be put on file in the
city records as rejected.
This may be a serious breach of justice, since there will be no
official record of the rejection from which OP AC could make a complaint to a feder.d court.
The whole aff.iir smells of small-town politics, where a couple
of officials have decided they .ire the protectors of the morals of
the city, as well as the political censors.
These officials think they are doing what isbest for the community, when in fact ihcv are doing what is worst—trampling on the
civil rights of a minority because they don't like what that minority is doing.
OP AC should be given the parade route it wants, and if this is
not done, the city should be forced l>v legal methods to grant the
parade route.

station

creative area
We read tn the News "thatthere
are few creative means available
In Channel 70."
We don't agree with this statement. There are more areas of
creativity open to students at
WBGU, than any other department
on campus. Students are employed
at Channel 70 In the areas of
graphic arts, photography, film,
news, talent, continuity, and production.
If one would look Into the educatlonal television stations
around the state, It would be
obvious that WBGU does more to
promote student creativity than
any other station.
WBGU Is the only station that
permits students to work on production crews. It Is also the only
station that permits students to
direct.
Because of these and other reasons, we feel there are many
creative means available at
Channel 70.
Patrick Devllle
Sam Torre
245 Ani;rson

Fair chance
I feel that certain registration
processes should be changed to
accommodate the ever Increasing
needs of the student body.
At the present time the schedule
enables those students #ho are
taking an average or above average
work load the previous quarter to
register before other students the
following quarter.
This seems fair to me, but no
provisions are made for those
students who were forced to register late for the Fall quarter
and were thus unable to take many
of the courses required for their

THAT CAME UP QUIETLY!

A tour of the courthouse
i

. •
By SALLY E, JAMES
Student Colum 1st
My philosophy professor gravely said that I should
check out the courthouse of Wood County.
He said It was weird—the architecture, floors,
steps, people, and the things In the glass case on
the second or third floor.
Synapses synapslng
(his expression) and a slight grimace
Somehow the way he said things
made me ask If they had the
amputated arms and heads of lawbreakers up there.
But no, no heads he said. I'd
have to check It out.
Three hours later at the magical
hour of 4:30 when the courthouse
was about to close I came up the
walk, letting my mind get Into the
goblins' heads and stones and
towers. Brush past the ladles Inside and up the
steps. God what woodwork on the railings. Take It
all In. Look up and kind of. . . stop. A stainedglass celling glowing like strips of ribbon. What
did he mean weird? This Is fantastic. You can even
float on the tiles.
Dumb elders. But they'll be closing soon. More
stairs (where's the stuff.'). Dig the celling again.
Then third floor glass cases run. . . oh wow weapons
this must be It.

Look a machete and saws and keys made to break
out of Jail gee and uh. . . an old shirt with a note
under It directing the observer to please notice the
bullet hole over the heart and blood stain. A man
died In that. In a jail break.
But look. More murders and victims and explanations and finally, the last thing I saw, the last
thing I " ad to see, was a Jar of two fingers from a
lady whose husband killed her. Bru'ally, the explanation said.
Flhd the steps quickly. Two flights down. My
stomach.
A janitor locking up turning to me. I
was bursting.
"The fingers. Did you see them?" God.
"Yeah." Softly.
Fast.
"They really say something about your
town."
"Those things didn't happen here..." Looking
down.
"Yes, but why are they there?" Tell me.
"Oh, history..." I can't tell you.
"But how about some happy history?" Frantic.
Out the door. Air. Look back. He's opening the
door.
"Those things have been up there for years."
No one ever took them down. That's all.
But people work there. "Now I won't be able to
eat supper."
You work there. Don't you see?
But he'd opened the door. He saw.

major or courses which they preferred to take that quarter.
Being a freshman from East
Coast I was unable to attend the
pre-reglstratlon program during
the summer. I had to register
upon arrival In September and
discovered I would be able to
take only 50% of the courses I
wanted.
I realize there Is no alternative
to this situation, some students
always have to get the shaft In
reglstratlon-but why twice In a
row? I am scheduled for one of
the last two hours of reglstratlonhow many courses will be open
to me that late In the game?
The Fall quarter situation will
be repeated all over again. The
IBM/360 computer system which
the school operates is certainly
capable of processing a more complex registration program which
would enable all students to have
a fair chance at choosing the
courses they prefer.
Can the present system be
classified as "for the betterment
of the student body"?
Paul Kessler
356 Rodgers

A little respect
In last Friday's edition of the
BG News there was an article
pertaining to the MAC Champion-

ships for cross-country which
was very unjust.
The article stated that, "When
It comes to the Mld-Amerlcan
Conference harrier title, the Conference might as well suspend
BG, Toledo, Ohio U. and Kent to
Join Marshall for the day, leaving
Western Michigan and Miami to
run the race."
This choice piece of literary
"bologna" made It sound as though
BG's 7-1 dual meet record for
the season was Just a big puton.
We hope that after Saturday's
performance you think a little
more highly of us.
The No. 1 MAC x-c team

Columns waited
The BG News needs columnists!
If you would like to write an
opinion column or letter for the
newspaper, submit the signed, addressed, and TYPED article to our
office anytime between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m., or mall M to 106 University Hall.
Each letter and column will be
Judged on Its own merits and published/accordingly.

State vs. individual benefit
President Nixon spoke of the "silent majority" and how this great
mulltude supported his policy in Vietnam.
We now hear of the great numbers of people signing anti-moratorium
statements showing they support their president and state that "he
knows best". The following is a little "food for thought" for all the
"my country, right or wrong" thinkers.
In the early 1930's, Germany was thrust Into a gigantic depression
brought about by a variety of Influences. Hitler, by using political
chicanery and his own personal Influence, managed to put himself
up for election promising that he knew of how to pull the country out
of the terrible straights it was in.
The Germans, being very nationalistic, "bought" his story. They
continued to support him for the duration of World War II mainly because Hitler continued to give the Impression that he "knew best".
It seems those of the "silent majority" are "buying" the government's position In Vietnam for the same reasons.
The United States Constltuton was set up to allow dlssentlon (see
the Bill of Rights) over government actions. Why , then, must the
United States government amass thousands of armed troops In the
nation's capital on the day of a peace march?
Is It because the government wants to frighten off those who are
Intelligent and free thinkers and who are threatening the security of
the men now In power?
It appears to me that those who buy this kind of crap without second
thoughts had better reevaluate their position before they hear SS
troops outside their doors.
Perhaps that statement Is a bit rash, but I feel It makes my point a
little clearer. If we go on swallowing anything our government hands
out, we will find our rights as thinking human beings trampled upon
and :ast by the way.
I hope that those who go on the march to Washington will not give
up their cause and that they will conduct themselves in the peaceful
manner they represent. Admittedly, this march will not end the war,
but perhaps It will bring more individuals to reevaluate their "patriotism" and perhaps see where the government is really overstepping
Its given rights.
After all, is the individual to function for the benefit of the state, or
is the state to function for the benefit of the individual?
L. Geoff Graue
624 Campbell Hill Road
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Honors Program divides
into creative experiment
By DIANE BARRON
Staff Reporter
Wow! You mean I can actually get college credit for doing
whatever I want to?
That Is
what the newly formsd Experimental Studies Program Is advocating.
The University Honors program
has been divided into two branches—the University Honors Program, which is Intellectually oriented, and the Experimental Studies Program, which Is creatively oriented. Both branches ire
sharing the same budget.
A student will earn credit for
each "experiment" and may earn
a total of 18 hours credit for
these "do your own thing" projects.

The purpose of the Experimental
Studies Program is to free the
students from the catalogue In the
area it electlves.
The projects Include one student's plan to write a short novel
for 16 hours of credit, and one
student's plan to write an opera.
The program will only be offered to sophomores, Juniors, and
seniors.
The projects will operate on an
ungraded system. Students will
receive a mark of either satisfactory or unsatisfactory for their
work.
"I feel that more freedom is
needed In the University. To me
the essence of life Is beln* confronted by as many options as
possible, but the way education
is going now there are only one

or two paths to follow," said
Dr. Trevor J. Phillips, Honors
Program director, and initiator
of the Experimental Studies program.
"Students should use their own
creativity to decide what they want
to spend their time doing instead
of taking electlves which they
aren't really Interested In," added
Dr. Phillips.
The Experimental Studies Program Is also offering a stipend up
to $200 to be administered Jointly
by the student and th3 sponsoring
faculty member.
"I'm not just Interested In the
so called superior student," added
Dr. Phillips. "I'm interested in
the talented student who occasionally wants to exercise different
options."

Direct involvement unresolved

Student initiated programs sought
By HOLLY HUTTON
Staff Reporter

TALENT EXPLOITATION- One purpose of the experimental honors program, said Dr. Trevor J. Phillips, director, is to help students exploit their talents in projects rather than elective courses.

Newsline
•there can I find out the exam schedulefor the fall quarter?--T.S.N.

The BG News will print the finals schedule In the near future.
If you can't wait until then T.S.N. we have obtained a copy of the
schedule for you. You can pick It up in our office,
question
Are the Rolling Stones going to appear in this area during their
concert tour?--B.S. &M.M.

The Stones will perform In Detroit's Olympla Stadium. Nov. 24
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $8, $7, and $6, and can be obtained from
Olympla Stadium by mall.
If you can't wait until then, Mick Jagger and the crew will appear
In Urbana, 111., on the 14th and In Chicago on the 16th.
• * •
Are freshman permitted to take more than one required physical
educational course in one quarter?--B.W.

Mrs. Amy Torgeson of the women's HPE department said a student
may take more than one course only If he has the approval of his
adviser.

Bev Evans, student body vice
president of cultural affairs, believes that "students on the whole
are able to handle their own affairs," but added "they probably
need someone to help."
Offices and committees should
not schedule performers without
student approval, simply for the
reason that these committees cannot know what the students want,
she said.
She added that the office of cultural affairs was created In order
to give the student body more say
than it had before in the entertainment which comes to campus.
Peter Vail, program director for
the office agrees that programs
should be student-oriented and Initiated, but "it doesn't always
happen that way." He blamed the
time element as a factor, and
"student often don't have the
time" to do as much work in this
area as they would like.
Vail described his position as
"an advisory capacity" and said,
"all of the things that come out
of this office are student lnltlat-

Poll shows opposition
(Continued from page 1)
Indicative of general feeling aabout U.S. com-nltment in any other
countries, 1,000 disapproved of "an
American foreign policy that would
bind our government to supply military support for countries afflicted with internal strife, countries
with whom we have made pre
vlous treaties.
Three hundred
twenty-seven did approve, and
eight were undecided.

ed."
He said the faculty and staff
members serve as "advisers and
guides" to the student members
of the UAO.
Pattl Wright, activities coordinator
for
McDonald North,
disagreed with complete student
control of the planning of student
social and cultural activities. She
added that the students themselves do not have the experience
necessary to handle these things
completely. They should be student oriented, but not entirely
student organized," she said.
According to Rise Worley, assistant hall director of North Hall,
It is "relatively easy" toorganlze
social committees, providing the
majority of the women are on the
freshman and sophomore level.
She added that students on this
level are generally more enthusiastic about planning events.
Linda Pelblow, associate dean
of students, said funds are provided for dormitories to carry out
various social, cultural and educational events.
The source of these funds is
basically from forfeitures of room
and board charges, and this determines the available money for
these allocations.
These funds are " pretty much
used up" with some dormitories
over-spending and others not
spending at all. She added that

any left-over money reverts back
to the original fund.
Miss Pelblow does maintain contact with the various residence
halls, offering suggestions as to
social and cultural programs.
She said the Idea of complete
student control of these activities
has been "kicked around, and the
staff is concerned." She said,
ideally, this program would work,
but often students need a leader
to initiate ideas. She did not say
that this leader should necessarily
be a member of faculty or staff,
but only that this Is often what is
needed.
What is also needed, according
to Miss Pelblow, Is the people
to back up the programs once
they are Initiated. She said that
most of the time the students are
willing to do the planning of programs,
but "still want the
machinery to do the setting up."
The question of direct student
Involvement in social and cultural
activities can be considered in two
ways. One is that students should
be able to plan and originate these
activities Independently, with the
knowledge that there Is the backing
of faculty or staff present to help
carry through programs.
The other way is that the student
do not have the experience or
ability to completely plan and enact
their own programs, and the benefit of experience of faculty or
staff is necessary.

INTO
THE THICK OF IT
... and be highly pleased with this knit.
Somewhat thicker in the hand than the
breezeweights of summer, somewhat
warmer. But withall, light and rightly
styled for an autumn-with-slacks. (We
supply them, too.) In favoured colours.

The Den

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services
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Drug panel examines
hallucinogens, alcohol

*

In an attempt to eliminate the
use of marijuana, the federal government Is using "sledgehammer
tactics," said Dr. Louis Katzner,
assistant professor of philosophy,
during panel discussion Tuesday
night sponsored by the Chemical
Journal Club.
"We are very definitely becoming drug oriented society,"
said Dr. Katzner. "We're becoming very Irresponsible as a
nation. Then we try to cover up
this Irresponsibility by cracking
these kids, who take drugs, over
the head," he said.
The panel, which discussed the
evils of alcohol and cigarettes
as well as various drugs, included Dr. Katzner, Dr. IrwlnOster,
professor of biology, Dr. George
Rendlna, professor of chemistry,
and Dr. John scott, professor of
psychology.
In answering of question of whether there are any advantages from
taking hallucinogens, Dr. Katzner
said, taking such drugs gives one
a new look at reality, and then one
can order his life by Judging between these perceptions. Thus

one could make a case that such
drugs are very desirable, he said.
Dr. Rendlna pointed out that the
four effects usually associated with
LSD, mescallne and those drugs
derived from mushrooms are
genetic, personality behavior, abnormal growth and development,
and cancer.
Dr. Scott said that one cannot
predict what effect a drug will
have on a person. He noted an
example that amphltamlnes will
raise the body temperature of one
strain of mice enough to kill them,
but could have a completely opposite effect on another strain
of mice. The same Is true of
humans.
The second question put before
the panel members Involved comparing drugs to alcohol.
"Reports have shown that marijuana Is less harmful than nicotine or alcohol," said Dr. Rendlna.
Dr. Oster suggested that one
should be able to choose If they
want to take drugs, alcohol, and
cigarettes, but when It comes to
food additives such ascyclamates,
one does not really have a choice.

Council subject to change
(Con'lnued from Page 1)
manner construct a powerful Student Council.
Another supporter of the present structure, Representative Jeff
Sherman, freshman (LA), said that
Student Council has to =h.\uge the
way It's doing things, but not the
entire system.
The lack of power, he said, was
due to a lack of research and "hard
standing com mittees," things

Our mistake
The article In the BG News
yesterday which announced
that Panhellenlc Council had
:: decided not to participate In .:
any lnterfraternlty activities
after September, 1970, was In J
error.
The social policy chairman
of Panhellenlc Council announced Monday night that sorority participation In Inter- :
fraternity activities will be
limited to four events each
year after September, 1970.

which are needed to make any
government more effective. „
"I'd oe In favor of changing
Student Council's structure If some
of the new Ideas are good," he
said, adding that he backed the
Investigation of the Incorporation
Idea, "but I don't really think it's
needed."
Sherman felt the reason for
council's lack of action this year
was because everyone was waiting for the new members to get
In.
He also named President William T. Jerome's resignation as
a factor Influencing council's Ineffectiveness. He said the president may be unwilling to approve
of bills which will affect the future
president
"The new president will be a
big Influence on Student Council's
future effectlvenss," he said.
Representative Janice Skaper,
a junior (ED), believes Council
in its new, stream-lined form,
should be given a chance before any
changes In its structure are considered.
She likes the Idea of Investigating Incorporation and community
council possibilities, but emphasized that Student Council has not
yet had time to prove Itself.
Skaper said one way to Increase
council's effectiveness would be
to set up communications, In the
form of some type of newsletter.

with the administration, faculty ani
alumni.
This would explain the rationale
behind actions taken by student
government, and help alleviate the
unfavorable backlash tomlsuiderstood actions of the past.
Representative Beth- Larlmore,
a sophomore (ED), said the proposals to change council's structure need more Investigation, and
therefore, this Is not the time to
present them.
She said its lneffectlvenss was
not du 3 to the structure, asserting
that all that was needed was harder
working members. She cited council as one of the few groups that
Is close to the administration, and
therefore has promise.
Miss Larlmore criticized students who complain that the Job
isn't being done. If Student Council isn't effective, she maintains,
the students can only blame themselves, because they elected the
representatives.
"K they didn't vote, they can't
complain," she said. "If the students want an effective government, they should show It by voting."
Representative Russ Habsr, a
Junior (BA), Is one of three University Party members on council, and a strong advocate of the
incorporation proposal. He could
not be reached yesterday for comment.

COME
on and

HEAR
in Concert
Nov. 14
and 15
8:30 show
each night

JUDI
HERRIN
A UAO sponsored event

DID YOU
MISS OUR
SALE COUPON?
IF YOU DID, FIND A COPY
OF WED. B.G. NEWS AND
CLIP IT OUT.
WITH IT
YOU CAN BUY TACOS

TACOS 19<
T^€.C
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On the campuses
Veterans attending Marshall University In Huntlngton, W. Va.,
adopted resolutions denvs-iilng that
no classes meet on Veterans Day.
The Veterans Clirt president said
th it Marshall Is th9 only governin? it Institution In tha state which
Is to*, closed on the national holiday.
Students at Ohio State University
are organizing a con iltteatostop
the trial of the Chrcajo Elgh'.
charged with conspiracy to Incite

a riot during the 1968 Democratic
National Convention. The committee Is one of many belnjorganized
throughout the country. Members
plan to conduct a vigil tonight
outside the Federal Bulldtnj In
CO'.UTI'.'US and coordinate "stop
th3 trial" activities with HM Vle'nati Moratorium march on Washington Saturday.
Actor-comedian BUI Co sir/ Is
imlcSnjs the Ohio :oncerl circuit
now. Last Sato-day, he appeared

3 faculty men join
Ohio Faculty Senate
Three University faculty members have been elected to represent the University on the proposed
Ohio Faculty Senate.
Bowling Green representatives
are Dr. Michael Moore, associate
professor of history; Dr. Charles
Mott, assistant processor of business administration, and Warren
Allen, associate professor of

music. Dr. Moore will serve as
chairman of the Steering Committee for the Ohio Facultv Senate.
The Senate, which will officially
become an acting body when 40
faculty representatives have been
appointed, will formulate policies
and recommendations to consider
appropriate actions on matters
of public higher education In the
state.

GARY I. HAGER STUDIOS

Custom Framing

353-5885

Both University and Perrysburg
students benefit from the United
Christian Fellowship's (UCF) Perrysburg Tutoring program, according to Barbara Gressinger,
UCF's service committee chairman.
"We really can't help their
grades much, but it helps them
pick up motivation to stay in
school and lets them gain selfesteem," she said.
Miss Grlsslnger said the program is "terrifically rewarding...
all the people are Just wonderful."
Approximately 65 tutors, who
volunteer an hour and a half a
week, are Involved on the elementary and Junior high levels. It Is
not necessary to be in education
to participate In the program.
"The program is in Its second
year in Its present form," she

said. "We now tutor right In the
home and the sam; tutor goes
back each week."
She said over 60 per cent of the
children come from Appalachla or
are former migrants.
"Most of them have poor concepts and language backgrounds.
Since Spanish is the only language
spoken in many of the homes, it's
a help Just to be there and talk
English," she said.
Perrysburg teachers give tutors
help and suggestions.
"We work with the schools as
much as possible," Miss Gressinger said.
UCF provides transportation to
Perrysburg.
"That's one of our biggest problems. We have 65 tutors and only
five cars," she added.

Nichols College Night
Is Super This Year!!
With Every Purchase Over $40.00

Order now for Christ >nas
Creative Photography

in Columbus and this Saturday he
will perform at Kent State University.
Also at Kent, the university
treasurer and the Portage county treasurer are arguing about
which treasury should get tlw
money paid In fines for parking
violations. The Ohio attorney general has ruled that the county court
has not jurisdiction over the rules
and regulation of the sta'e university, but tin ruling hasn't solved
the problem of who gets the money.
Yottigstown
State University
Young Americans for Freedom
carried out a two-phase pro-American program for Veterans Day.
Laps'—size fla^s were distributed
to students and a Veterans Day
program with speeches was conducted.

Students benefit
from UCF effort

You Are Entitled To A FREE Record Of Your Choice
At Fabulous Music City
Thousands Of Records To Choose From

STOP IN AT NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
TONIGHT FROM 6:30 TO 10:00 PM
AND HAVE SOME FUN!!

*******************************************************

[GRAND OPENING!
*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3415 Dorr St.
(Between Byne & Secor)
The
Daught House

Open Every

's

i'i

a

college club
owned and
operated by

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

college individuals
for the

SUNDAY
WEDNESDAY

college
crowd.

8:00 till 1:00
Just 25 min. from BG via Rt. /i
within walking distance from T U.

Friday - Nov. 14
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Jewelry: guide to individualism
By FRED VARANSYI
First there was Christopher
Columbus, then Nell Armstrong,
and now there's Phillip Morton.
All these are pioneers.
Unlike the first two explorers,
Morton Is a down-to-earth pioneer
who follows the innovations brought

about by the art of craft designing of contemporary Jewelry.
"The way of a craftsman Is a
good life," said Morton, owner
of a small shop located behind
Jac and Do's Pizza. "In modern
society, everything Is Institutionalized. It's hard to be a whole
person. A craftsman, however,

functions as a whole person, using both his sense of creativity
and his physical skills."
Morton's philosophy, that each
person has Individual tastes and
that this Individualism prompts
the need for personal expression,
brought about his Interest in contemporary Jewelry.

This art form is characterized
by Its functional simplicity, whether structural or sculptural. Its
most predomlnent characteristic,
which sets it apart from other
forms of jewelry, Is its individualistic qualities.
"Technological
production
searches for the simpllest utilitarian functional form," said Morton, "and by finding this form
and mass producing it, the culture is unified... but very limited."
Morton began his craft during
World War II when he was working in a Navy shipyard. His wife
Beatrice, now an English instructor at the University, was taking
a course in jewelry and he decided to try his hand at it
His Initial efforts found a ready
market in San Francisco in a contemporary crafts store. A year
later, he began producing his own
line of contemporary silverware.
In 1947 Morton began teaching
metal design at Alfred University,
in New York.
The following year he joined
the newly formed art department
at the University of Minnesota,

and established the contemporary
jewelry and three dimensional design programs.
While teaching in Minnesota,
Morton began work on a book concerning his craft.
"Contemporary jewelry," explained Morton, "is the application
of the aesthetics of the movement
of modern art to jewelry. It
Is the rejection of 19th century
Jewelry."
The book, "ContemporaryJewelry," will be released early next
year. The book Is the first history of contemporary jewelry to
be published, and contains photographs of some of the most famous
works.
Morton's work has been exhibited nationally and Internationally. In 1961, he was invited to
exhibit in the first International
Exhibition of Modern Jewelry held
at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
In addition to the exhibits, Morton has won the Purchase Award
from the San Francisco Art Association and awards from the Mlnnnesota Institute of Fine Art's Walker
Center.

PIONEER JEWELER -Phillip Morton, owner of a small shop behind Jac and Do's Pizza, designs contemporary jewelry, "using both his sense of creativity and his physical skills."

Annual NEW YORK
Shopping * Theater Tour
UAO

Dec. 12 - 15 Approx. $135
Includes : Flight
Hotel

Free-time Tours
2 Shows

Sign Up At UAO Office By NOV 14th

FOR ENJOYMENT IN EATING OUT
WE HAVE 3.2
DRAUGHT BEER

t

'

MARK V
Now Playing

Entertainment
Fri. & Sat
8:00 till 1:00
■■*■

i

NOON DAY
SPECIALS $1.25

.

4tMk$
Open Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 7p.m.
•
Dining Room
Open Monday thru I'ridav

/ / ii.m. to iO.30p.m.
Saturday till t i p.m.

Im photo by
PERSONAL TASTE-Malcing jewelry to serve and please a personal taste is to Morton "what it's about."

HAPPY

CH RI STtAA Si

HOUrfS

Cocktail Lounge
Till I a.m. Nightly

4:00 TO 5:00

&>"</'«* Room l;or Ml Occasion

DAILY

Regular Menu At All limes

Clothes ■ «
Hack
511 f. W.oit.r

DANNY'S

HIDEAWAY

893 S. Main
ACROSS FROM BARGAIN CITY
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Ice Arena expands;
new programs set
■/

W

The University Ice Arena,
a self-sustaining operation, Is one
of the finest In the country, according to Terrance R. Flannlgan,
director of the Arena.
The facility contains a sheet of
ice for general skating and hockey, a sheet for studio use and
figure skating, a sheet for curling,
a fireside lounge which overlooks
the curling area, and a large area
on the north end which may be
used for shuffleboard and volleyball.
Flannlgan said the Arena generates an annual income of approximately $100,000. The main
source of revenue stems from rental fees.
Students and faculty may rent the
entire building for $20 an hour.
Flannlgan said anyone living Inside the Bowling Green city limits
may rent the Arena for $25 an hour,
and persons beyond the Immediate
area may rent the Arena for $40
an hour, he added.
The fireside lounge Is for the
exclusive use of students, faculty,
and staff, said Flannlgan. Although
no fee Is charged, It Is necessary
to make a reservation for the
lounge.
Individual skatiiig is 50 cents
an hour for students and children
75 cents for University employees,
and $1 for the public.
The Arena Is open for public
skating from 8 pm. to 10 pm.
on Wednesday, Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday.
Private skating lessons are avallable from the two professional

ww ■

^

skaters, Phyllis Hendrlx Preston
and Herb Plata. Both Instructors
also teach physical education skating lessons for the University.
The rate for private lessons Is
$12 an hour. Courses may be
scheduled on the quarter-hour and
half-hour basis also.
The Ice Arena offers a number
of programs for various age
groups.
This year, curling leagues, one
mixed and two men's leagues, are
scheduled. According to Flannlgan,
Interest in curling Is 25 per cent
more than last year.
Other groups Involved with the
Ice Arena are the Bowling Green
Figure Skating Club, the Junior
Skating Club, and the Falconettes,
a women's precision skating team.
All of the organizations combine
yearly to produce the colorful Ice
show. Last year's performance
drew a crowd of 10,000 In three
shows.
One of the most ethuslastlcally
accepted programs is the Youth
Hockey Program. Boys from ages
seven to sixteen learn the fundamentals of hockey under the supervision of teachers from the city
recreation department.
The youngsters meet four days
a week. Their morning sessions
begin at 6: 30 a.m. and the fourth
session Is held on Saturday afternoon.
"The present hours of 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m. will probably have to
expand in the future," Flannlgan
said, "In order to accommodate
the growing demand for Ice time."

Graduate programs to be initiated

s

^a'«* abroad expanding

The
and exc
excitement
item,3nt 0off
The color
coior aJld
Europe,
Including bullfights In
Spain and beer festivals in Austria, await University stuients
participating in special studies
program:? abroad.
The Spanish center for American students in Madrid "Colo.ila
d>; Viso," providjs co.n^lete maid
service, said Dr. Michael Flys,
professor of romance languages.
Within the center Is a swimming
poo', and Independent university
facilities where classes are held.
Students studying Spanish may
spend two or three qmriers abroai. A su timer program is offered and graduate courses will
be soon offered.
Following two quarters In Spain,
a student may elect to spend the
th'rd quarter In Tou-s, France,
or Salzburg, Austria.

Fri - Sat Sun

at

Burger Chef
510 E. Wooster

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW ACTIVES
JOHN

BRUCE

SHIRAZ

ROCKY

and personal trips to neighboring
countries are the hlghllgh's of the
overseas program;!.
Another overseas study program
offered by the University Is a
sunnier seminar In business.
The pu-poseof this pros ram lsio
su-vey American business interests abroad, said Dr. John Davidson, professor of marketing, who
ln'tlated the first trip three years
ago.
This past summer, students
toured England, Belgium, Denmark, Was! Germ-ny, Italy, and
Spain. During the stuients' stay
In these countries, they are hosted
by American firms and their subsidiaries.
Dr. Davidson said a typical da/
rn'isli' lncluis sitting in on a board
meeting, a luncheon of native foods,
and either a plant tour or a tour of
the coui'.ryslde.

COLLEGE NIGHT AT NICHOLS
Tonight Only
Open From 6:30 Till 10:30 P.M. FOR
BGS1I FACULTY AND STUDENTS ONLY

FANTASTIC BARGAINS

SPECIAL!!

5 CHEESEBURGERS
$1.25

Many students who study In Spain
find It hard to adjust to the Id 3alized dating policy of the Spanish. The Spanish men believe that
women should be placed on a pedestal, Dr. Flys said.
Dr. Hubert Gauerke, professor
of German, called Austria the
"Heart of Europe" ani its "nvnlc capital'' because of Its accessibility by other countries.
While bullfights seem to hold
the Interest of students who study
in Spain, beer festivals, nightclubs,
ani bars In the dormitories attract stuients in Austria.
Most students agreed that ths
preconception of Americans by the
foreign students was unflattering.
They said that It took several days
to convince their new acquaintances that they were not "spoiled*'
ani "loaded with money."
Cultural trips to nearby cities

TONIGHT ONLY
Free Fraternity Crests And Alterations
With The Purchase Of A Navy Blazer
Short Sleeve
Button Down
& Fly Away Collars

Leather Watchbands
Reg. $2.00 - $5.00

NOW
$1.00

Reg. $7.50 - $8.50

2'o $9.00

A Piece

Tonight Only

RICH
FROM THE ZBT PLEDGII
Happiness is ...
Helping others while helping yourself
For Education Majors, Happiness is...

Project Interaction or
Help a School Child Project

Cotton Mock
& Turtle Neck
Knit Shirts
Sm. Med. Large & XL
Solid Colors

$1.50

each

Super Special For

Tonight Only

20% Off Any
Dress Slack
In The Store

Apply today at Edec. Rm. 576
Now Showing
Across From Harshman

\?*STARRING THE
THREE FABULOUS
PIZZAS 9" 12" 14"

's

STARRING IN HIS SECOND BID
FOR AN OSCAR:
THE MOUTH-WATERING HOAGIE
(For Reservations Call : 352-5149

ATTENTION FACULTY & ADMINISTRATION
SHARKSKIN SUIT
'i Colors
One Pant
2 Button
Side vent

REG. $95.00

NOW $69.95

NICHOLS CLOTHIERS
Free
Refreshments

109 S. N Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

Free
Refreshments
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7 Procurer.
8 Arrow
poison.
9 Ant.
10 Make a ipiick
profit: si.
11 — kari: vur.
12 I'reiuiuni.
13_ Martin.
21 Redact.
22 Calkin.
2ft Lariat.
2t> Ap|K'iid.
27 Donkey:
Brit. dinl.

PUZZLE
By Dorothea E. Shipp

FOLK CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m. In the
Faculty Lounge, Union. Members are asked to take axes.

KARATE CLUB
Will meet from 7 to 9 p.m.
In 102 Men's Gym. The meet
lng Is primarily for new members.

PSI CHI
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. In 113
Psychology Building for students
Interested In joining the national
psychology honorary.

GEOI.OGY DEPARTMENT
W1U present Dr. Mason L. Hill
at 3 p.m. In 70 Overman Hall
for the lecture, "New Global Tectonlces Related to West Coast
Structure." An Independent geologist since his retirement in
January, Dr. Hill has worked with
the Shell Oil Company and was
Manger of Exploration for the Richfield and Atlantic Richfield Companies.

SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF
management
Is collecting dues from 8 am
and 4 p.m. In 125 Hayes Hall.

STUDENT ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
BOARD
Applications for Student Advisory
Board positions are now
available In 405 Student Services
Building.

Bulletins gone
The supply of University
bulletins for 1969-70 Is de- •:
I pleted. The 1970-71 bulletin i;i
will be available after May 51
20 In the University Bookstore. Student Services Bulld-
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Payments due
Room and board payments
for winter quarter are due
Nov. 17. Fees may be mailed
or taken to the Office of the
Bursar, Admlnlstratlon
Building.
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Now Appearing
Fantastic
Live
Entertainment
Tuesday
thru
Saturday
Thursday nite
Ladies nite
No Cover
for GIRLS
FOR SWINGERS
FROM 18 TO 80

V M

ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR $1.35
5P.M. to 9P.M. at PAGLIAI'S
Phone 353-1444 or 352- 5177
Get any 12" pizza, und if you're still hungry
'Crazy George" will give yon as many 10"
pi/zas ;is von want.

COME DOWN AND
SEE CRAZY GEORGE

1004 SMAIN ST
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SHA outlines
(Continued from Page 1)
Dale Kutkowskl, co-ordinator of the Student
housing Association (SHA), also outlined his
newly-formed association's objectives at this
meeting.
"The SHA has three main objectives; gath-'
ering Information, educating students who live or
plan to live off-campus and co-ordinating tenantlandlord meetings," said Kutkowskl.
"The association Is compiling a list of various
informational Items a student needs to know in
living off-campus," said Kutkowskl.
Kutkowskl said the association feels such topics
as the types of residences in the community,
types of leases and housing contracts chould be
explained to the students.
Kutkowskl also said the association is comparing Bowllnj Green's rent structure to those
In jther Ohio and Michigan university cities,
so that a student may get a comparison of rent
fluctuations.
The association's second objective Is In educating students. "The SHA Is publishing a
booklet as a guide to off-campus living which

Th nr- m
,«JS.
.?"?. ..

106

r

HaU

rZ?7 2!£,o

, .
,„.
„
Rates: 40? per line per day. 2
lines minimum, average of 5wortls
per line.
Deadlines: 5 p m. two days before date of publication.
The BG News reserves the right
to edit or reject any classified
advertisement placed.
. ...
Printed errors, which In the News'
opinion deter from the value of
the advertisement will be recn.led free of charge If reported
.n person within 48 hours of publlcatlon.

should be available In the next few days. We
plan to distribute these booklets during registration," said Rutkowskl.
"We also want to bring to the student's attention the responsibilities he will face before
he moves off-campus. In our booklet, the SHA
will give hints on economical shopping, the legal
action Involved In an eviction procedure, payment of utilities, sub-leasing and many otner
areas," stated Rutkowskl.
The organization's third objective of co-ordinating meetings between landlords and tenants
through the University Housing Office Is designed
to allow them to be an Impartial third party In
problems that may arise between landlord and
tenant, said Rutkowskl.
Rutkowskl concluded by saying, "The SHA's
main object Is educating students who live
or plan to live off-campus. We are trying to
Inform students enough In regards to their
responsibilities in living off-campus and therefore save them from problems that may have
arisen through a lack of knowledge."

Wanted: Live-In maid. 2nd Quarter
Room Board, Recreation pro-

0

Maureen, our best dressed girl:
Good Luck on Thursday night!
We're all behind you. Alpha Gam
love, your sisters.

GH Pledges say: 1 down 78 to
, Beware B;o,nerS; we just
?
kldnaDS
"
MAKETHrsCEN^WEDNESDAY

Congratulations to the new sweetheart of Sigma Chi Marie Kristoff.
Sisters of Delta Gamma.

AND THURSDAY AT mE CI
„.s THE ONLy pLACE „ TOWN
HQW CAN you BEAT THE pRJ_

Deb: We'll be with you all the
way. Good luck tonight!! AX love,
Your Pledge sisters.

^_?1™; ™:_..........

MARy COLORS PLUS'TTSYOUR
THING NIGHT".
A"f7eVVeVora"of
Mus(c
oyer UQM a,

youVchoicVfrom
purchase
mcho,s CM
Thursday, Nov. '13,
Nlgnt>
6:30-10:30 pm.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
._
„
.
Beta Pledges say: Congratulations
Doug and Maryann on your marrlage this Saturday.

D.M.W. you played your cards right
Congrats on your pinand Annette.
_
Make W8 your hockey weekend.,
Go sifters beat Windsor!

George: You've made me so very
happy! No obligation Just love,
The "PB Kid".

Need"men"to"work"evenlngsl2hrs.
wk> mln- g^vy $25/wk. contact
Steve 372-4145 or Bill 352-1675.

A big thank you to the Deltsfor the sneaky planning and our
now safe bench! Alpha-Phi's.

steve, you're a great football play „r and track star. That's two or
mtybe four> Love> Linda.

Lynette, Pm high for your last
birthday.
Hope It's the best,
-

g^e of the hour wins a
g^ ln ^ gee. Nichols
College Night.
Tonight 6:3010:30.
_
„
____.__..„___—.&, nuts tor hockey this weekend
jtB a blg pucUn deai!
.
.
....
Happy Birthday Daniel! How does
a feel to be a fifth of a century
oU1 Mfhz phl piedgi.
................
........
Wanted: Kitchen Help. Apply ZBT
House.

Glrt

Congratulations Dale Fordham,
Alpha Chi Omega man of the Year!
._
M.K.'s Ladder of success: From
grossest ln her pledge class to
sweetheart of Sigma ChL
To the bestest shower makers at
B.G.! Brenda, Sandie, Barb, Amy
Margie, Kathy, Joyce, Carol,
Donna, MaryLee, and Everybody
who helped make this the greatest
surprise ln my life! Everything
was so beautiful! I Just can't say
enough except I love you all ln
a very special way. Thank Youll
Love, Charlotte (Mote).
-———-——Lavallered one day. Jallbalt the
next Congrats Roo. Your Dale.

thls am^
njng# sue

Hlgnest
tonus_

QQ^ LUCk Pat- the best dressed
g^n The Gamma Phi's.
..
pattt You're a Phl-antastlc big!
Little Bonnie.

Bunny type hostesses. Must be
gt^^, ^d over 2l, weekends only
Excellent pay. 352-5637.

Congratulations to Dave Brim—!
New President of Alpha Sigma Phi
Is Mom Bowen the Hooded Claw?
The Hooded Claw.
If your looking for fun It's the
best dressed girl contest. GrandBall Room-7:00, November 13.
Win an Arnold Palmer sweater
of your choice! Come ln and sign
up tonight at Nichols College Night
6:30 to 10:30 pm. Fan'astlc bargains, free refreshments. Nothing to buy. Just stop ln and see
us. Nichols Clothiers, 109 South
Main St., Bowling Green, Ohio.
PLAYING NEXT WEEK, NOVEMBER 19 THUR. NOVEMBER
22ND THE FAMOUS RECORDING
BAND" "JOHNNY AND THE HURRICANE'^
Bring Shirts to O Phi A "IronIn". Further Information - 3520976 or 372-5481.
Good luck tonlte Carole, We'll
be with you all the way L.LT.B.
Your D.G. sisters.
Lost: Girls silver ring with oriental designs engraved on top.
Personally valuable. Reward. Call
372-1451.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Furnished rooms, across from
Founders, Call 354-4305 or 1692
available immediately.

Troops move
toWashingtqn
WASHINGTON (AP) - The deployment of nearly 9,000 rlottralned Army troops yesterday
contrasted with the optimism of
public officials over the prospects
for peaceful antl-Vietnam demonstration; 'jdglnnlng today.
Planners hope the Saturday climax will be the biggest yet In the
capital's era of demonstration.
Organizers had obtained a parade permit from a reluctant Department of Justice by the time
first contingents of the 250,000
persons expected for the three-day
rally trickled Into town.
But the organizers were still
locked In a harried, last-minute

Wanted: Female roommate starting Winger quarter Call 352-5417.
Need desperately, 3 or 4 man apartment for 2nd & 3rd quarters
Call Lynn or Katie 372-1839.
For Sale: 1963 Chevy excellent
shape. Must sell, best offer takes
it 352-5549.
Wanted: Apartment for 2 Junior
women for 2nd or 3rd quarters.
Call Barb or Jackie at 2-3011.
Ten Brazlllam exchange students
ln need of residence winter quarter
Five girls and five guys. Perfer
which two Brazilians could live
with two Americans. Contact- 3725868.
Female roommate needed 2nd & 3rd
quarters. North Grove. Call 3525897.
1961 Bulck convert. New paint,
exhaust. Must sell Call 353-1351.
'64 Cornet, Standard Trans., Must
sell, $300 or best offer. Call 354-

search for room to house and
feed the participants. As of Wednesday, officials said they had
only 22,000 of the 90,000 accomodatlons they'U need by tomorrow night.
The White House meanwhile announced that President Nixon wll
be In the mansion Saturday night
when the climactic Washington
Monument rally takes place within
sight of the White House South
Portico.
But although the President might
be physically able to view the
rally, he has already declared his
policies will not be affected by
It.

Large 2 or 3 bedroom unfurnished
apartment near university $175
utilities Included. Phone 352-7365.
1967 MGB convertible good cond.
must sell, will wholesale. 3537189 after 5.
One Smith-Corona elite and one
Royal typewriter. Call 354-3382.
Single room-next 2 quarters Male
student 353-8241.
1959 Willy's jeep; $500 exc. cond.
Call 353-1891.
For Sale: 1965 Chevy super sport
6 cylinder, good condition $893.
Phone 354-0371 or call at 917
Sunset, Bowling Green.
For Sale: Almost restored 59 Austin Healey Sprite $600 Randy 344
Bromfleld 2-3789.
Haley's Motor Sales. Good run
about cars $50 and up across from
the Everglades on 25.

WIN AN ARNOLD PALMER
SWEATER
OF YOUR CHOICE!!
INichol's College Night Tonight
6:30 - 10:30 p.m.

NICHOL'S CLOTHIERS
109 S. Main St. Bowling Green

Two long brldesmad dresses, blue
velvet, red chiffon like new. #20
to $30. Call Carol 8-5 3544341. After 5, 352-5702.

The Phi Mu's say: "Stick" with
hockey Fri, and Sat Night Support the leers ln their first vietorles.

ROY ROGERS ROAST BEEF lntroduces FREE DELIVERY 6:00
pm- 10:30 pm. seven days a week,
352-5330.

Nancy-Here's hoping the bud will
soon blossom.
Love, Care &
Sally.

Dorothy - You're the greatest
"Big" ever. Delta Zeta love.
TerrL

Apt wanted 2nd & 3 rd quarters
for three senior women. Call
372-5289 or 372-5280.

Congratulations Buns on a great
grid Iron season. The Pledgil.

Ride wanted to Clev. Friday Will
share expenses. Call Bobble 3532562.

Male Roomnate wanted for 2nd
and 3rd quarters. Call Greenvlew
352-0873.

'65 VW red exc. condition $850,
372-4694. Eves.

100 Printed Copies $3.98
1000 Printed Copies $9.98
or anything typed. Printed,
Written, or Drawn
BOWLING GREEN: 111 S. Main St.

DO YOUR OWN THING!

352-5762

HOW FAST IS INSTANT?
COME SEE AT YOUR QJICKPRINT COPY CENTER

fff\QUALITY PRINTING
..WHILE YOU WAIT

DISCOVER AMERICA

This year,
discover America
for yourself.

-.FOR PENNIES!!
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Egft^V.

University rents new
model IBM computer

the BRiqhiest SUR
on youR

chRistrrus tRee

TCeepa'ake* S
Kci'ps.ikc is \bt- world's most wanlwi
(lumiHiil rinn
A jiill thai will IN
Iro.isuriHl lorrvi'i M.ik«' your srlri

By KATHY FRAZE
An IBM computer capable of
performing five tasks simultaneously has been Installed In the
University's Computational Services Center.
The 360 model 50 computer,
which will be used for both administrative and educational purposes, Is being rented from IBM
for $30,000 a month. It replaces
a model 40 which was Installed
In September, 1968.
According to M. Hawley Smith,
assistant to the president for Information systems, the new computer has twice the capacity of the
older model 40.
Smith said the 360/50 not only
operates faster than the old system, but it can handle a larger
volume of work.
The new model has a core memory capacity of 512,000 characters
compared to on'y 256,000 In the
model 40. In addition, It has an
auxiliary memory storage unit of
250 million characters.

(ollt'ttion

X-MAS
GIFT GIVING
Call Today

PORTRAITS
BY
HOWARDS
Ph. 354-5702
43254 E. Woosler

The decision to Install the 360/50
Is partly the result of the formation of the new computer science
department this quarter. More than
100 students are presently enrolled
In computer science courses and
Dr. David Krablll, acting department chalrm n, expects even more
during the winter quarter.
Fifteen terminals- -operating
stations resembling electric typewriters—have been Installed In
classrooms In the basement of
Shatzel Hall. The terminals are
In direct communication with the
central computer and enable studen's -o receive answers to their
classroom programs almost Instantly.
Before the new computer was
Installed, programs were punched
onto IBM cards by key punch machines and then taken to the Administration Building, where computational services personnel fed
them Into the model 40 computer.
Students did not receive answers
to their programs until the next
day.
Television-type terminals have
been Installed In the Admissions
office, the Graduate Center, the
office of the vice president of
academic affairs and the payroll
department. Two more terminals
are expected to be Installed In
the Bursar's office and the Institutional Studies Office In the near
future.

TWICE THE CAPACITY Having the capacity to handle twice the
work of an older model, the new IBM computer can perform five
tasks at once. M. Hawley Smith, assistant to the president for information systems, discusses the computer's capabilities with
Bob Williams custom engineer for IBM.
N«w» photo by Glon Eppleston

Senior notice
M-.rch and June graduates
In the College of Business Administration should pick up
their senior evaluation and
analysis of credit status prior
to registration to be certain they have completed graduate requirements, according
to Mrs. Marie Hodge, assistant to the dean of the College
of Business Administration.

UNDER PRESSURE?
People
seldom ask
a VW mechanic
"What's new?"

TAKE A BREAK WITH
THE NEWS

The B6 News

They figure he works on Volkswagen*
only ond they never change, sc why oik*
Thai hurts us.
VWs chonge all (he lime lalwoys lor the
better)
h 19 short years, we've mode over 5.000
chonges.
Moil people just didn't notice them (which
H one reason why VWi never go out ol
srylel.
rVji our mechanic memorized every one.
So neat time you see o VW mechorwe. ask
him "Whoi's newt"
I til mean a lot

Evening S.rvic. Hours MM. & Tburft. Till 9 p.m.

Lot La Riche, be. /gv

920 Hill ■! It. 224 lift \&f
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center)
Phon.: 422-6424
Finelloy. Ohio

«»«••••»
"""
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■ From Associated Press

ComrllaJ l»y "Ncfcnrd Price.

Indians oust Mrs. Gandhi
NEW DELHI, India - Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was expelled
from the ruling Congress party yesterday by Old Guard leaders, a
group that Includes some of the closest associates of her father the
late Jawaharlal Nehru.
The Old Guard—also called the Syndicate—accused her of indiscipline, seeking to build a personality cult, setting up rival groups in
the party and causing the defeat of the party's nominee In the presidential elections last August.
Mrs. Gandhi, who became prime minister in January 1966, remained
defiant. She described her expulsion as "Illegal and of no validity."
But In a statement that was supported by her colleagues in the
government and the party, she conceded that the move could have "farreaching political and constitutional implications."

v
(Aide English
3fish n (Ebip
,^linppr

Youths hijack Chilean jet
SANTIAGO, Chile - A Chilean airline Jet was hijacked by two
youths yesterday but later was reported returning to Antofagasta
after taking off for Cuba.
Hector Sauvageot, vice president of the airline LAN Chile, made
the announcement In Santiago about 30 minutes after the Jetliner took
off from Antofagasta. There was speculation that the crew managed
to disarm the hijackers.
The two hijackers, described as being between 19 and 21, first hijacked a LAN Chile airliner with 52 persons aboard after it took off
from Santiago and forced it to stop at Antofagasta for fuel.
The pilot reported mechanical trouble after refueling. The hijackers allowed the 56 passengers to leave the plane and at gunpoint
forced the crew to transfer to another LAN Chile airliner.

Marcos wins; loosens ties
MANILA - Apparently re-elected to a second term by landslide
votes, President Ferdinand E. Marcos plans to loosen the Philippines'
historic ties with the United States and pursue a more nationalistic
course, his foreign minister said yesterday.
This eventually could mean relations with Red China, Foreign
Minister Carlos P. Romulo told newsmen.
Romulo said Marcos' showing at the polls had improved the jovernment's bargaining position In upcoming negotiations with the United States on economic and military agreements.
With more than a third of Tuesday's vote counted, the presidential
Incumbent maintained a steady 3-2 margin over challenger Sen. Sergio
Osmenla Jr.
The lastest figures In agonizingly slow tabulations gave Marcos
1,739,828 votes and Osmenla 1,129,094.

'Out of the Depths' attempts
to create black appreciation
Slavery and Civil War background, spirituals sung by a gospel chorus, dance and song Interpretations, Black art and Martin
Luther King, Jr. excerpts can possibly bring you out of the depths.

Follclorist offers
Guthrie's works
Richard A. Reuss, a folklorlst
and member of the English department at Wayne State University,
will speak tomorrow on the folksongs of Woody Guthrle.
Reuss, who has done extensive
research on Guthrle, the father of
Arlo ("Alice's Restaurant"), will
speak at 8 p.m. In the Alumni
Room, Union.'
Taped examples of Guthrie's
songs will be Included In he lecture, which is open to the public.
The folklorlst has interviewed
many of Guthrie's friends and
relatives and has published an
authoritative bibliography of Guthrie's work.

By conveying the significance of
these events, an all-Black play
entitled, "Out of the Depths," will
be presented in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre during Black Culture Week
beginning January 19.
The play is designed to enlighten
and form an appreciation of black
culture," said Jeanne Lyons, who
wrote the play.
Miss Lyons, senior (ED)sald she
is "eagerly anticipating this production, which consists of numerous, significant events occurlng In
black history. These events are
coordinated around a single plot.
Miss Lyons had directed this
same version of the play in her
hometown, Springfield, for a Negro
History Week sponsored by a local
church.
Other entertainment to be presented during Black Culture Week,
is still being determined.
Last year's Black Culture Week
included Jackie Robinson, former
baseball player; Channlng Phillips,
nominated for President during the
Convention and an African dance
troup.

Any Christmas Cards
in our stock CM be
IMPRINTED
with YOUR NAME

ITS
NOT
TOO
LATE
Quick Service

nicy
m Vast WOOIUT

HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM Sun. thru Thurs.
11:00 AM TO 2:00 AM Fri. and Sat.
THIS FAMOUS ICELANDIC WHITE
FISH PREPARED IN LOW CHOLESTERAL
OIL. ITS TANGY OCEAN FLAVOR
HAS MADE IT THE WORLD'S MOST
POPULAR FISH.
WE WILL SHOW
YOU WHY "ENGLAND'S NATIONAL
DISH" IS SO POPULAR HERE!!!!!!!!

Fish 'n Chip Dinnei
.89
King Pak 1.49
OLDE ENGLISH DECOR
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
:

SERVED
AMERICAN STYLE
1616 E. Woosfer

*

Stadium View Plaza

Phone: 352-0932
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Perry defends scheduling
By VIN MANNIX
Assistant Sports Editor

News photo by Mike Pools
BUSTED PLAY -OU quarterback Steve Skiver (12) probably regrets this hand off to John koush (Jl) because BG end Phil Villapiano is about to tackle ,hc fullback behind the line

Bellard expects
Green to wrestle
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Nixirt.s Editor
When the wrestling squad practices tomorrow, their season
opener will be about two months
away, and Joe Green will be about
1,500 miles away.
If Green makes the transition
from grldder to grappler before
the January 9 home match, the
Falcon lineup will add one of the
strongest 200-pound athletes In the
Mld-Amerlcan Conference and
maybe as many as 50 points for
the team during the year.
Bowling Green coach Bruce Bellard said tint Green told him and
teammateHUl Nucklos that he Intended to join the team after he
completes his duties as football
co-captaln.
Joe knows that he
has left room for Improvement
In wrestling after losing twice
during the regular season and again
In the MAC Championships.
Bellard Is not dependent upon
Green for a good year, however,
because 11 letterman are back,
plus maybe Chick Crcpley, who
lettered two years ago and hobbled around In a foot cast last
year.
Returning after fine win-loss
records are George Klrkwood and
Dave Weilii.it> In the lower weights
Mike Clark and Butch Falk In the
middle weights and MAC runner
up Bill Nucklos In the heavier
classes.
Aiming for .500 or better Individual records among the returners are Ed Hallcr, Jim Myers,
Tom Bowers, Terry Dillon, and
Fred Clement. Improving the 7-6-1
record of last year seems probable with a similar starting squad,
but some uncertainty accompanies
the heavyweight situation.
"W_- don't have anyone practicing now chat Is over 200 pounds,"
said Bellard of his heavyweight
dllemn
that he hopes will be
solved bj the belated appearances
of a fey football players. Sophomores I arran Meador and Mike
Hogaii both missed last season but
are expected to try to fill the
hea/yw.;lght vacancy created by
Bill M aloof's graduation. Two other freshmen footballers are candidates also.
Aiding the Falcon cause for the
coming campaign Is a recent Inductee to the BG Athletic Hall of
Fame, James H. Hoppel, who will
be Bellard's assistant. Aside from
calling Hoppel "the best coach in
the Midwest right now," Bellard said, "Jim, being a young
buck, has a lot of new ideas,
which Is good; his techniques are
real good and they give the kids

When the Falcons jet to Amarlllo, Texas tomorrow to play West
Texas State the next afternoon,
they'll be facing the second of the
two major outside opponents on this
season's schedule. The first was
Utah State.
The lack of scheduling "big
name" football schools outside the
MAC has been one of the sore
points against the conference In
recent campaigns. This season
several MAC members ventured
Into the stadiums of bigger schools
and managed to hold their own.
OU tied Minnesota In Minneapolis but a couple of weeks later
got clobbered 42-3 by nationally
ranked Penn State.
"That 35-35 tie with Minnesota
did them a lot of good," said BG's
athletic director, Doyt Perry.
"They got some good exposure
from that one, but their loss to
Penn State hurt them. I'm sure
of that."
This past
weekend Miami
bounced the University of Maryland an Atlantic Coast Conference
member, 35-21, in College Park,
Maryland.
"The Redskins have always been
a solid team," said Perry, "they
could handle themselves against
anybody."
"Both OU and Miami are old
schools." Perrv ovnlolnort i«/»n/«

have the reputations, so they really
don't have that much difficulty
scheduling good outside competition."
Yet despite their records and reputations, Perry pointed out they
dont' have as good or as tough a
schedule as Bowling Green's.
"They've never gotten anybody
like Utah State at their own fields.
They may play some real fine
teams, but how about the OU or
Miami fans? They don't get to
see these teams."

No'name' teams
on '71 schedule?
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 0
Oct. <)
Oct. 16
Oct. 2.1
O.t. so
Nov. (i
Nov. IS
Nov. 20

at Ohio University
EAST CAROLINA
WESTERN
MICHIGAN
TOLEDO
at Kent State
MIAMI
.il Marshall
at Univ. of Texas
(Arlington)
XAVIER
at Dayton

"Another thing we're strong on
is the distance we go to play
teams," Perry added. "No other
team In the conference travels as
far as we do. We play teams out
west, east and south."
Perry explained that these trips
are arranged with players In mind,
figuring that this experience Is
also part of their education.
Future schedules, planned nearly a decade ahead, show the Falcons playing Tampa, Iowa State,
East Carolina and Texas (Arlington).
"One team we've got lined up
that I've got a hunch will be nationally prominent when we play
them, is San Diego State," Perry
said. "That's a team really getting up there."
"Pve been in touch with a lot
of schools, Indiana , Purdue, and
we almost had Minnesota," Perry
said. "They had a previous commitment which was doubtful, but
at the last minute the other team
came through."
"But hell, it isn't a matter of
life or death. What's more important to us is winning the MAC
Heck, do you realize that by that
much, we would've been conference
champs?
That means more to
me."
The "that much" Perry refers
to is BG's 27-26 loss to Toledo.
"That much" and we'd be spending Christmas InOrlando, Florida.

a better selection to choose from."
Another Incentive to a successful
season Is the MAC Championships
which will be held In Anderson
Arena, March 6 and 7. It has not
been the usual six or seven years
since the last league tournament
was held here, but Bellard explained, "We are one of the schools that take 'em any time we
can get 'em." Also, on the homo
schedule are six straight matches
here In January against Marshall,
Ohio U. and Toledo from he MAC,
and Marquette, Adrian, Dayton,
Ball State, and Wllberforce from
outside the conference.

Curling becomes
popular at BGU
Curling Is becoming Increasingly popular throughout the United
States, and Bowling Green Is no
exception.
The Idea of the game Is quite
slmple--get the "rock" (a circular object often called a'' stone'')
as close to the middle of the
"house" (target) as possible.
Curling is played by four mem
HAPPINESS IS--Winning the Mid-American Conference cross country
bers. Each member throws two
rocks, alternating with his oponent. The game is played on a
sheet of Ice 138 feet long.
An end, curling's equivalent to
a baseball Inning, last until all
the players from the teams have
Bj JACK CARLE
s'.roke, Frank Mil z, (rwstjrti eplayed their rocks. Ten ends
ven'.s, W.1/.19 Ross, Intermediate
Sports Writer
constitute a match.
The prospects for an Improvebreas'.siroke, ani Tom Walter In
To accommodate the Increased mt'i' on a 2-1-2 record loom >o>i
diving.
Interest in curling, three curling for the 1969-70 swimm'ng team
Three sophomores are expected
leagues are in current operation und->r the direction of coach Tom
to Tit ln'o this year's swimming
at the Arena. One is a mixed Stu")bs.
plans, Bill Luther in either tlw
league, and the other two are men's
freestyle or UM butterfly, Dick
TJM optimistic ou look for UM
leagues.
s-virn
iers
Is
spj-red
b/
the
reBall in a butterfly event, and Jim
A fourth league, for University
Williams In the breaststroke.
students, will be started after turn of ntm letternv: i from l*St
A new NCAA rule allowing freshThanksgiving recess. A fee to year's *jiai Tim 'sUSfUWu»•»
led '>y co-caoUins J:!l Z#o!) a.vl
men to comi»ete in varsity sports
cover the cost of ice repairs will
M* three
(except football and basketball) has
be charged. The league wlH in- Tim Vjungbluth.. Zcjb
1
added additional depth for th= Falclude members from Windsor Tor- free-style records las . Mason in
cons this season.
thr* 1,000 freestyle (10:3">5), 200
onto, and London, Ontario.
This year, eight freshman are
A curling tournament has been yard freestyle (1:43.9), ani 500
scheduled for December 16, and ya-J 'reesiy'.e (5:00.8;. Ht; will
sixteen teams from Ohio and sur- also taki part In the 400 yard
freij.i'y'.e aad 430-yard mfel'ey reField hockey girls
rounding states are expected to lay
teams.
compete for a trophy.
Youngb'.uth Is iba:ks>ro:« specSaturday the
women's field
The biggest tournament of the ialist for the swimmers. Other
hockey team hosted Kent State,
year . is the President's Tourna- lettermra lnclul; Tom Nlenhuls Western Michigan and the Univerment, scheduled for February 14. wao had the best 200-yard backsity of Michigan In a Women's
This tournament Is sponsored by stroke time of 2:03.8 last mm
Field Hockey Sportsday last Satthe University and President Wil- w'l'le also being a member of the
urday.
A total of 95 women,
liam T. Jerome in will award 400-yard relay team. The other
representing seven teams, particithe winning trophy.
senior letter winner is Tjm Carpated.
The curling rink Is open to ton, a free3tyler.
BG's first team beat the U of M,
the public every day between the
JU'i'or letter winners returning
2-1, both BG goals being scored
hours of 3:30 and 5:30 p.m. In- are Bob Henlkman anln'erm.ilia'e
by Jan Taylor. They also won
structions are available.
ba :ks:roker, Jon I M itasr, bveisttheir
second game, 2-1, over

title when no one expected it.

Swim team has nine lettermen
listed on OH Falcon roster an1 they
could figure In coach Sobhf plans
for relay teams.
The Falcon swimming team's
schedule -tretches ln'o March with
the MAC championships this year
to be held at Western Michigan
The Falcons will also compete
In the M4C relays before the
quarter break. After the quarter
break, BG has four home meets In
a row.
This seas>n the Falcons will
b-e trying to Improve on the fifth
place finish in both the MAC relays
a.n.| the MAC ChamplorisVps.

slap U of M, WM
Western Michigan. Connie Clark
tallied twice for BG in this one.
BG's second team got off to a
slow start dropping their first
game to Western Michigan, 1-2,
the only goal being scored by Mary
Ann Kelllng. BG bounced back in
their game with Kent State as they
defeated the Flashes, 3-1, Miss
Kelllng scoring all three goals.
The "lady falcons" will end their
season at Ohio University Nov. 22.

